MLA Helps RA Consultants Staﬀ for Growth
Established in 2004, RA Consultants is a private,
independent firm of engineers, designers,
surveyors, and professional construction
inspectors working across every aspect of the
water infrastructure environment.
Founded by John Allen, RA Consultants has
grown into locations in Cincinnati, Dayton,
Columbus, and Louisville KY. The firm has seen
significant growth over the last few years, but
not without facing some challenges.

Protect what you have:

John contacted Seth Morgan, CEO of MLA
Companies. During a series of meetings, Seth
introduced John to Doug LeConey, a Strategic
Principal at MLA. Doug was confident he could
do the work, and RA became an MLA Client in
August of 2017.
“The current CFO was on vacation,“ Doug
remembers. “John needed to make a decision
about what to do before he got back.” There
were a lot of problems in the finance team,
and the sooner Doug could get started, the
better.

John Allen stepped away from RA for a brief
time to focus on other priorities. He left a
capable operations leader and his CFO in
position to run the firm. But things were not
going well in his absence.
When John decided to reenter the business in
2017 it had grown beyond what he could
manage on his own, and the financial problems
were too entrenched for him to work them
out himself.
John knew he had to replace his existing CFO
but didn’t have the time or capacity to manage
the transition to a new hire. He needed help
quickly, which meant finding someone who
could step in on short notice and take control.

The previous CFO had limited experience and
was not a CPA. As a result, half of the system
was running a cash basis, and half was accrual,
creating inaccurate and inconsistent financial
statements.
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The effect of this problems was that no one
knew exactly how much money they had, and
there was a lot of anxiety and disagreement in
the management team. Worst of all, RA was
losing tens of thousands of dollars a month
and would soon have fully utilized its credit
line.

Guide you in the moment:

Doug moved quickly to stabilize the cash flow
and get an accurate picture of the financial
situation. This meant properly accruing
expenses to match revenues and creating
project reports to fully explain revenue and
direct costs.

John was concerned with things other than the
financials. Even though financial operations
were steadily improving since the CFO had left,
there we still lingering issues within the
financial team.

“The lack of clarity about the financial
situation meant there was no sense of
urgency about addressing these

As things continued to improve, John began to
approach Doug with other concerns as well.
The way Doug had handed the financial
challenges had created a strong basis of trust
between them.

“It was a diﬃcult time” Doug recalls, “and it
would have been easy to get rid of someone
and let them take the blame.” But that was
not the kind of company culture John was
trying to build.

problems,” Doug recalls. “Once we got
the information where everyone could
see it, we were able to start creating
accountability.”
Then Doug created a 9 week rolling cash
forecast to tightly manage cash flow. This
clearer picture allowed the team to focus on
collecting old receivables, aggressively pursue
collections and minimize bad debts.
“The lack of clarity about the financial
situation meant there was no sense of urgency
about addressing these problems,” Doug
recalls. “Once we got the information where
everyone could see it, we were able to start
creating accountability.”
The changes at RA were noticeable. Although
they were well into the third quarter of 2017
when MLA came on board, the firm showed a
modest profit in 2018. Revenue and profit
continued to increase in 2019 and 2020.

After working with various managers and
other employees in the organization, Doug
helped John assess staff capabilities and
potential and bring the performance evaluation
process back into compliance with company
practices. This change helped to correct poor
performance and gave individuals an incentive
to improve.
Doug also helped John hire a new controller in
2018. Craig Calvert came on board a year and a
half after Doug had started working with RA.
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“I have a degree in finance, but Doug helped
me get my CMA (Certified Management
Accountant) and taught me how our books
worked,” Craig recalls.

involved. But after the Dream comes the
Roadmap, which lays out the plan of how to
get to the Dream. This was where John needed
a strategic plan.

Craig quickly gained confidence in his role
with Doug’s help. “It’s a great model MLA
uses,” he observes. “Doug came in, got things
running correctly, and then handed them off to
us.”

Empower you for the future

In addition, Doug noticed that RA had not
really performed any strategic or annual
business planning in quite a few years.
Therefore, managers and supervisors did not
have a solid and unified direction as to the
Mission, Goals, Values, and direction of the
business.

While much of the daily stress of running the
business was relieved, John needed a push to
start thinking about the future again. The
Business Redeemed Process provided the
framework John needed to consider some of
these hard questions.

“It’s a great model MLA uses,” Craig
Calvert observes. “Doug came in, got
things running correctly and then
handed them off to us.”
Doug decided to talk John through the
Business Redeemed Process, which is used by
MLA to help business owners think in holistic
terms. John agreed, and Doug prepared his
analysis.
The MLA Business Redeemed Process

The Business Redeemed Process is MLA’s
proprietary approach to serving its clients.
Based on seven key questions that every
business owner must answer, this approach
identifies short-term gains that become the
basis for long-term growth and change.

Doug walked through the history of what MLA
had accomplished. “We began by laying out
what we’d already been able to do,” Doug
remembers. “That gave John the confidence he
needed to start getting specific about what to
do next.”

The seven step Business Redeemed Process
begins with defining Reality, then applies
Perspective to create a Runway for a business
owner to plan where they want to go.

Out of the Business Redeemed Process, Doug
made a few recommendations. The first was
to begin developing John’s team so RA was less
dependent on MLA for some of the day-to-day
financials.

This is called the Dream, and John had already
faced some of these questions when he left
and reentered the business before MLA got
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Doug would continue to provide coaching and
best practices for the accounting team, and
this would build more stability into RA going
forward. This shift would then free Doug up
to play more of a Strategic Advisor role going
forward.
This led to the second recommendation, which
was that John complete a strategic plan. This
would provide the essential Roadmap John and
RA needed to execute on his Dream.

applied in a manner that helps ensure success
in the future.”
After completing the Strategic Plan, John and
Doug could begin to work together on
allocating the resources needed to follow the
plan, and the metrics that would measure their
progress.

Doug guided John’s team through a strategic
planning process in 2019. That plan helped
John and Doug create a Roadmap of how to
get to John’s long-term goals and objectives.
“Once John saw it laid out it, it gave him a
sense of direction,” Doug recalls. “John was
able to start thinking about the other things
that were important to him.” This Roadmap
was essential to create the Courage to stay
focused, and measure progress toward the
Reward, the last steps of the Business
Redeemed process.

Things are well underway. John is working
through many staﬃng improvements and
Doug is preparing to transition into a purely
strategic advisory role.

“Strategic planning provides a focus for

And he was there when COVID hit, quickly
helping John assess what steps he needed to
take. “Doug helped us prepare the PPP
application” John recalls, “and that was a big
help.”

the organization and its people, defining
what is important,” Doug observes.
“Strategic planning provides a focus for the
organization and its people, defining what is
important,” Doug observes. The process
involved in developing a strategic plan is
valuable to building a goal oriented, high
performing, and cohesive top management
team.

At Doug’s encouragement, John has also
established a Board of Advisors for RA, bringing
in Scott Liston, another Strategic Principal at
MLA.

The team building, brainstorming, and in-depth
discussions are as important to the
organization as the plan itself. “Perhaps most
importantly,” Doug states, “a strategic plan
defines how the precious resources of the
organization are going to be allocated or

The reset of the team has also responded to
the new direction, and a better culture has
formed around the strategic plan and a
restructured financial system.
“Having Doug and MLA come along side is a
blessing and continues to be so,” John observes.
“It’s all working out great.”
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OUR TEAM
Let our team be the difference in your business. Whether utilizing our finance, business solutions or
strategic services, MLA believes they all lead to one place, helping you steward the organization you lead
with confidence. MLA knows that along the way you will need doers, planners, guides, and even a shoulder
to lean on. Our team stands ready to provide what you need. Make MLA your trusted advisor.

Doug Leconey, Principal

Scott Liston, Principal

Prior to joining MLA in
2016, Doug was a CEO and
minority owner at Flow
Dry Technology.

Scott uses his skills to
support clients who seek
a senior level professional
who brings a consultative
and coaching style with a
broad scope of experience
and expertise in financial
leadership.

Doug led Flow Dry
through the economic
crisis, employing
proactive contingency
planning, discretionary cost reductions and shared
wage adjustments.
Doug also led new MIS systems implementations in
five separate manufacturing plants and started up
two new greenfield foreign manufacturing plants in
Hungary and China, led strategic planning processes
for six different plant operations, and qualified FDTI
to the Dayton-area fastest growing company list three
consecutive years. Doug handled the sale of the
company through the ownership of three different
private equity owners.
Prior to his CEO experience, Doug was a CFO or a
controller for three other manufacturing companies
over a period of 18 years. He also spent four years in
public accounting after graduating from college.
In his free time Doug is active in his church by
singing in the choir and cantering, and serves as a
Eucharistic minister. He is a Knights of Columbus
member and chairman of many charitable events.
Doug is also the executor of the Leconey Family
Charitable Fund.

Scott developed his skills during a 22-year career with
Procter & Gamble, where key roles included providing
CFO-level financial leadership for a new business
development team with more than $170 million in
sales, and serving as CFO for the North America Coffee
Division, a $1.6 billion revenue business.
Since retiring from P&G in 2012, Scott has worked
with small- to medium-sized businesses, providing
strategic leadership, management development, and
finance discipline to his clients.
Key focus areas include overall business leadership,
strategic planning, pricing, product, market and
channel segmentation strategies, segment profitability
and costing analysis, acquisition and disposition
strategies, board and executive compensation analysis
and package development, and budgets and forecasts.
Scott is an avid triathlete who competes each summer
in Olympic and half-Ironman distance events. He is
married with four children, three of whom have left
the nest, and resides in Fairfield, Ohio.

MLA Companies
130 W Second St, Suite 2050
Dayton, OH 45402
info@MLACompanies.com
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